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the second transformation is also known as the ultimate transformation. it is a transformation
that is exclusive to saiyans. this transformation is a part of the ancient dragon balls of the

planet vegeta (in the anime, this part is called the "unawakened" transformation); due to the
fact that the planet vegeta is a planet that is home to all races (including the super saiyans)

and the awakening of the transformation is exclusive to only the super saiyans. the
transformation is usually associated with the character of vegeta; however, it is shown that

other saiyans can also transform into super saiyans, such as broly and goku. when the
transformation occurs, the saiyan's body becomes infused with energy and he becomes much
larger and stronger than normal; the transformation is unique in that the saiyan's body begins
to glow intensely red as the transformation is taking place. however, the strength and size that

the transformation grants the saiyan is only temporary, and once the transformation is
completed, the saiyan's muscles begin to wither away. the transformation is also exclusive to

the saiyan race; however, there is an exception in the anime, where krillin was capable of
transforming into a super saiyan for a short amount of time. in dragon ball z: broly - second
coming , broly's dragon ball was stolen by krillin and shortly after, krillin transformed into a

super saiyan, with the aid of the stolen dragon ball, even though he did not possess the power
to awaken the transformation himself. a super saiyan is capable of transforming once per day,

and his power will be boosted by the fruits of the transformations used. a super saiyan may use
up to two transformations per day, provided they are not both "awakened".
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if you're wondering why there's
no real auction search for this,
it's because it's available on
bravo's site for dragon ball

super: broly. the film is still in
theaters, so you won't find the

film available for auction on
the site. the same goes for the
second coming movie as well.

you'll need to look to the
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secondary market. the
transformation has a

noticeable effect on the
saiyan's personality. any

saiyan that has turned to the
side of good initially becomes
ruthless and overcome with

rage, and any saiyan that was
already ruthless to begin with
has his ruthlessness amplified.
this is first demonstrated when

goku turned super saiyan,
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when he went from a calm,
collected fighter to becoming a
vengeful warrior, hell bent on

avenging his fallen friend,
krillin, even at his own peril.

later on, when vegeta became
a super saiyan, he became

even more rash and
belligerent, and became

obsessed with defeating the
androids by himself, a drastic
change from his smart, covert
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style he demonstrated in the
vegeta and namek sagas.

gohan also becomes a super
saiyan, in the hyperbolic time

chamber, but managed to
regain control of his emotions
prior to leaving the chamber.
however, the amplified anger

that a super saiyan
experiences returned when he
became a super saiyan 2. the

personality alterations are also
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on display in dragon ball gt: a
hero's legacy when goku jr., a
timid boy with no will to fight
even in self-defense, saw lord
yao terrorize the forest and
became a super saiyan, his
personality came full circle,

accordingly. the movie dragon
ball z: broly - second coming
sees a revived broly as the

main antagonist of the movie.
this version of broly is not a
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hybrid, but a dark, evil version
of super saiyan blue. he has

grown to a gigantic size and is
more powerful than ever.
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